About Secret Retreats

Secret Retreats is a collection of some of the finest boutique hotels, villas,
cruises and restaurants throughout Asia - a brand that provides experiential
experiences for the discerning traveller.
Conscious of the uniformity of luxury hotel chains around the world that deprive
today’s travellers of authenticity and individuality, Secret Retreats comes
with a creative and flexible set of sales, communication, marketing,
expertise and network supports.

www.secret-retreats.com
Secret Retreats has the most beautiful mission - to be the best representative
of indelible, captivating havens that reflect the pure essence
and inner spirit of Asia.

Who are the Members of the community?
• Each member is a masterful creator - someone who imagined, dreamt and put all their heart into
building a priceless jewel.
• Shunning traditional hospitality experiences, they offer an intimate, experiential sanctuary. An artisan of
life, each in their own individual and unique manner, they showcase their country’s most precious gift:
its singular diversity.
• Passionate about the arts, nature, antiques, cuisine, their local community and the indigenous culture
that surrounds them.
• Refuges for the soul, all of our members calming retreats have an invisible line that seamlessly connects
them to one another - taste, discretion, refinement and a passion for their place.
• Our properties encompass a marriage of place and people. Found in idyllic locations, these places not
only convey a message, they also represent the taste of a culture.
• The owners share an inherent passion for their land and culture. They wish to share with guests a bit
of their story, invite them to discover and experience, appreciate, respect and enjoy their property.
Secret Retreats offers an awakening to a new dimension, a different way to see the world. Conveying the
beauty of life in its bare simplicity with no artifice or additives.

We unveil the essence of Asia.

Today, large 5-star chain hotel groups and international organisations are busy amassing
hundreds of hotels worldwide, yet small independent hotels that are remote, discreet, and
filled with charm and character, are often overlooked - especially in Asia.

Our handpicked properties are small, independently owned boutique hotels that are
located in exceptional environments and offer highly unique experiences. For travellers
who prefer an authentic Asia experience that is away from the more crowded touristy areas, we
have also selected slightly off the beaten path sanctuaries.
Each property is characterised by the presence of a host on site.
Secret Retreats’ mission is to represent these small, hidden Asian jewels,
to create an Asian network that will endeavour to strengthen global awareness
and recognition in key markets.

Beautiful in design and perfect for those looking to rent an exclusive holiday home
in an exotic tropical location with family or friends, our pristine full-service villas,
replete with a private chef and butler service, are available in varying sizes
for both short and long term stays.
With 2 to 10 bedrooms, our Villas are run by dedicated teams who embody the
spirit of the place. Attention to detail and personal touches, the seamless
ability to evoke pleasure and make others happy are all essential and each villa

experience is designed to reflect the local culture and lifestyle.

Be it on a river, lake or at sea, Secret Cruises offer magical experiences that
allow travellers to discover places where no hotel is located. Carefully crafted, our vessels
reflect the artistry, history and culture of each destination.
Cruises are available for both fixed departure dates throughout the year and private charters.
our private charter cruises are not only individually crafted journeys,

but journeys crafted for each individual to enjoy.
Our cabin cruises are set on fixed departure dates and itineraries,
offer several options depending on seasons and propose

tailor-made excursions.

Every destination in Asia has a handful of magical restaurants, yet often they remain
unknown to those who are only visiting for a short while.
Like a personal recommendation from a friend you can trust, discover our collection of
unique, carefully handpicked independent restaurants with core values that embrace sustainability,
fair wages and career paths for young local people.
Prepared by passionate chefs that take great pride in what they do,
each serves creative cuisine made with local and seasonal ingredients that reveal
the true essence of Asian flavours.
Perfect places in which to savour a meal with a friend, these casual, unpretentious and
surprisingly affordable gems offer a seamless and authentic experience
that reflects the taste and culture of the land in which they are set.

www.secret-tables.com

The Founders

Bruno Ferret
Co-Founder & Executive Director
An expert in tour operations within Asia and founder of successful
travel company, Les Ateliers du Voyages, that catered to the French
market Bruno sold his tour operations in 2009, moved to Bangkok
and has developed hotels throughout Asia including
Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos and Thailand.

Stéphane Junca
Co-Founder & Managing Director
A hotel marketing guru whose roles have included overseeing the
development of several luxury hotels in China, Marketing Director at
Tugu Hotel in Bali and Regional Director of Relais & Châteaux Asia
before co-founding Secret Retreats, Stéphane has spent most of his
working life in Asia, always on the lookout for discovering
new properties and experiences.

Secret Retreats’ Milestones

2012:

Creation of Secret Retreats.

2013:

Launch of website and online reservation system (30 members included).

2014:

Creation of the labels “Secret Cruises” and “Secret
products. 50 properties listed in the collection.

2016:

Opening of a franchise office in China and sales office in Korea.

2017:

Addition of “Secret Tables” label for independent and sustainable restaurants.
Launch of an ongoing communication campaign and fundraising for foundations
supported by our members (benefiting Misool Foundation 2017-18)

2018:

More than 100 members listed.
Strategic partnership with Alain Ducasse’s “les Collectionneurs” in Europe.

2019:

Launch of a Tour Operator (in France) associated to Secret Retreats – Les Relais d’Asie
Partnership with Travelife (certification for sustainability)

Villas”

to differentiate

Secret Retreats Key Data
 The growing Secret Retreats Collection currently consists of 100 properties and 40 restaurants
– in 16 Asian countries

 Over 80 Journeys and Travel Packages
 Average property capacity: 18 rooms
 Average room rate: 312 USD
 Offices in: Singapore, Thailand, China, Korea, France, Hong Kong
 Bookings can be made online at www.secret-retreats.com
or by contacting dream@secret-retreats.com

 Follow us on Social Media:
Facebook : SecretRetreatsAsia
Instagram : secretretreats
YouTube: SecretRetreats

The Legend of Kim

Bound with a mission to discover the true essence of Asia,
Kim is our fictional explorer and hero.
During the course of his travels in Asia, he stays at every Secret Retreats property,
dines at all our restaurants, and meets with each Secret Retreats owner.
As a testimony of his love for the continent, Kim shares his passion for Asia
and its people including the diversity of their cultures and
cuisines, art and history, and the natural beauty that surrounds
them all through his story. Read it here.

Members of Secret Retreats are active members of their community and engage in philanthropic
endeavors that support the sustainability of the local people, their culture and the
preservation of their natural habitat.
Representing the collective vision and goals of each individual, Secret Retreats offers our enthusiastic
guests an opportunity to contribute to the local community while at the same time seeks
for strategic partnership with potential donors and sponsors.

Since 2015, members formalised a common commitment of every Secret Retreats member to act
responsibly in all their dealings in the form of a signed pledge
(view at www.secret-retreats.com/we-care)
A complete section on the website is dedicated to sustainability programs to help and give back.
All our properties are integrated in their local environment, in harmony with nature,
respect local traditions and beliefs, and embrace sustainability and social responsibility.
A group of discussion is putting ideas together to act together (pledge, education, information).
Our Ambassador program is based on eco and social responsibility to encourage guests
to share and become participative.

Generosity is one of the key values shared by all our members - people that are willing to share
and exchange contacts, resources and knowledge.

